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INTRODUCTION
In a move that was nearly five years in the making,

the Internal Revenue Service (the IRS) and the Trea-
sury Department (Treasury) published final Treasury
regulations under §367(b)1 on May 19, 2011, that are
designed to shut down what have become known as
‘‘Killer B’’ transactions (the ‘‘Final Regulations’’).2 In
brief, the Final Regulations generally apply to trian-
gular reorganizations in which, ‘‘in connection with’’
such reorganization, a subsidiary (S) purchases stock
or securities of its parent corporation (P) in exchange
for property, and thereafter exchanges the P stock or
securities for the stock, securities, or property of a tar-
get corporation (T) in the triangular reorganization,
but only if P or S (or both) is a foreign corporation.3

The Final Regulations apply to a triangular reorgani-

zation regardless of whether P controls S (within the
meaning of §368(c)) at the time of S’s acquisition of
the stock or securities of P.

In the time preceding the issuance of the Final
Regulations, commentators questioned the authority
under which the Final Regulations ultimately were is-
sued.4 In keeping with that vein of thought, this article
explores the technical underpinnings of a Killer B
transaction, examines the guidance that set the stage
for the issuance of the Final Regulations, and offers a
critique of the Final Regulations.

THE RISE OF THE KILLER B
In Notice 2006-85,5 the IRS provided an example

of a Killer B transaction (the ‘‘Killer B Example’’). In
that example, P, a domestic corporation, owns 100%
of the stock of each of S, a foreign corporation,6 and
S1, a domestic corporation. In turn, S1 owns 100% of
the stock of T, a foreign corporation. S purchases P
voting stock from P for either cash or a note 7 and
then transfers the P voting stock to S1 in exchange for
all of the stock of T in a triangular reorganization un-
der §368(a)(1)(B),8 i.e., a triangular B reorganiza-

1 Unless otherwise specified, all ‘‘§’’ references are to the Inter-
nal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the ‘‘Code’’), and all
‘‘Regs. §’’ references are to the Treasury regulations promulgated
thereunder, all as in effect as of the time that this article was
drafted.

2 See T.D. 9526, 76 Fed. Reg. 28890 (5/19/11). The Final Regu-
lations have been promulgated as Regs. §1.367(b)-10.

3 However, as discussed in greater detail below, the Final Regu-
lations do not apply if, inter alia, both P and S are foreign corpo-
rations and neither P nor S is a controlled foreign corporation
(within the meaning of Regs. §1.367(b)-2(a)) immediately before

or immediately after the triangular reorganization.
4 See, e.g., Calianno & Petersen, ‘‘IRS Issues Notice on ‘Killer

B’ Transactions: Curbing Repatriation or Overreaching?’’ 18 J.
Int’l Tax’n 52 (2007); Willens, ‘‘Service Rejects ‘Killer Bees’
Technique for Repatriating Earnings of Foreign Subsidiary but
Courts May Reject Move for Lack of Authority,’’ 193 Daily Tax
Rpt. J-1 (10/5/06).

5 2006-2 C.B. 677 (discussed in greater detail below), amplified
by Notice 2007-48, 2007-1 C.B. 1428, obsoleted by T.D. 9400, 73
Fed. Reg. 30301 (5/27/08).

6 S likely would have been newly organized.
7 If cash is used by S to make this purchase, S likely would

have borrowed some or all of the cash from an unrelated party.
8 Taking into account the creation of the ‘‘hook stock’’ (or

‘‘loop stock’’) under the facts of the Killer B Example, it could be
assumed that P was not the ultimate parent of this group of cor-
porations. However, the transaction described in Notice 2007-48,
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tion.9 For ease of reference, the mechanics of the
Killer B Example are shown below in Figure 1, and
the post-transaction corporate structure is depicted be-
low in Figure 2.

As discussed in Notice 2006-85, the following fed-
eral income tax consequences generally were ascribed
to this series of transactions:

• S’s transfer of cash or a note to P in exchange for
P stock does not constitute a distribution under
§301 (‘‘Consequence 1’’).

• P’s sale of its stock to S for cash or a note does
not cause P to recognize gain or loss on the sale

under §1032, and S takes a cost basis in the P
stock under §1012 (‘‘Consequence 2’’).

• S does not recognize gain under Regs. §1.1032-
2(c) upon the transfer of the P stock to S1 because
the basis and fair market value of the P stock are
equal (assuming that S’s transfer of the P stock to
S1 occurs immediately after S’s acquisition of
that stock from P) (‘‘Consequence 3’’).

• No amount needs to be included in P’s income
under §951(a)(1)(B) because S acquires and dis-
poses of the P stock before the close of a quarter
of the taxable year, which is the time at which P’s
share of the average amount of U.S. property held
by S is measured (‘‘Consequence 4’’).

• Pursuant to Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii), S1 does
not have to include in income as a deemed divi-
dend the §1248 amount attributable to the T stock
that S1 exchanges (‘‘Consequence 5’’).

In order to better understand how the Killer B came
to be an accepted repatriation technique, it is useful to
explore the technical underpinnings of each of the
federal income tax consequences described above. We
do so below.10

Analysis in Support of Consequence 1
The conclusion that S’s transfer of cash or a note to

P in exchange for P stock does not constitute a distri-
bution under §301 seems to find the most support in
Regs. §1.301-1(c), which provides that §301 is not ap-
plicable to an amount paid by a corporation to a
shareholder unless the amount is paid to the share-
holder in the shareholder’s capacity as such, and au-
thorities discussing the history and intended applica-
tion of that provision.11 That conclusion finds further

2007-1 C.B. 1428, which is discussed in greater detail below, sug-
gests that the opposite assumption may be more appropriate.

9 These transactions often were structured as a triangular B re-
organization (hence, the ‘‘Killer B’’ moniker), but also could have
been structured as a triangular C reorganization or another type of
triangular reorganization.

As relevant to this discussion, §368(a)(1)(B) provides that the
term ‘‘reorganization’’ means ‘‘the acquisition by one corporation,
in exchange solely for all or a part of its voting stock (or in ex-
change solely for all or a part of the voting stock of a corporation
which is in control of the acquiring corporation) of stock of an-
other corporation if, immediately after the acquisition, the acquir-
ing corporation has control of such other corporation (whether or
not such acquiring corporation had control immediately before the
acquisition).’’ See also Regs. §1.368-2(c).

10 In this regard, we do not attempt to address any ‘‘doctrinal’’
arguments that could be advanced in order to undermine these as-
serted federal income tax consequences. Rather, our goal simply
is to discuss the technical arguments that presumably have been
made in support of those asserted consequences. However, we
note here that it is worthwhile to consider the potential impact that
P’s redemption of the hook stock from S1 shortly after the con-
clusion of this series of transactions might have on those asserted
consequences.

11 See, e.g., Evans v. Comr., T.C. Memo 1992-276 (‘‘Section
1.301-1(c), Income Tax Regs., however, provides that ‘Section
301 is not applicable to an amount paid by a corporation to a
shareholder unless the amount is paid to the shareholder in his ca-
pacity as such.’ Thus, if petitioners did not receive the trade units
in their capacity as shareholders of Barter Systems, they did not
realize dividend income.’’); Stuchell v. Comr., T.C. Memo 1978-
236 (‘‘The regulations under section 301 make it clear that the
qualifying phrase ‘with respect to its stock’ is intended to mean
that the dividend rules are ‘not applicable to an amount paid by a
corporation to a shareholder unless the amount is paid to the
shareholder in his capacity as such.’ §1.301-1(c), Income Tax
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support in Rev. Rul. 80-189,12 Rev. Rul. 70-305,13 and GCM 39452 (5/30/85),14 each of which is dis-
cussed in greater detail below.15

In Rev. Rul. 80-189, the IRS considered whether
the purchase of the stock of a parent corporation (Par-
ent) from its sole shareholder by Parent’s subsidiary
(Sub) would result in a constructive distribution from
Sub to Parent. Although couched in an analysis of a
prior version of §304(b)(2)(B),16 the IRS concluded
that Parent was not in receipt of a constructive distri-
bution from Sub when Sub purchased Parent’s stock
from a third party.17 In so concluding, the IRS de-
cided to follow the decisions in Broadview Lumber

Regs.’’); GCM 38714 (5/7/81) (‘‘Treas. Reg. §1.301-1(c) makes
clear that the phrase ‘with respect to its stock’ contained in sec-
tion 301(a) is intended to limit the applicability of section 301 to
a distribution made by a corporation to a shareholder in the share-
holder’s status as an owner of stock in the corporation. . . . This
regulatory provision is undoubtedly derived from the Senate Fi-
nance Committee report, accompanying the enactment of section
301, that illustrates the limiting nature of the ‘with respect to its
stock’ language by stating, ‘[f]or example, a distribution of prop-
erty to a shareholder who is a creditor of the corporation in satis-
faction of his claim against the corporation is not within the scope
of section 301.’ S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 231 (1954).
In addition, the regulations under section 311 make clear that the
phrase ‘with respect to its stock,’ as it appears in section 311, is
also intended to focus on the status of the recipient of a corporate
distribution. Section 311(a) provides, with certain exceptions, that
no gain or loss shall be recognized to a corporation on the distri-
bution, with respect to its stock, of its stock (or rights to acquire
its stock), or property. Treas. Reg. §1.311-1(e)(1) states that,
‘[s]ection 311 does not apply to transactions between a corpora-
tion and a shareholder in his capacity as debtor, creditor, em-
ployee, or vendee, where the fact that such debtor, creditor, em-
ployee, or vendee is a shareholder is incidental to the transac-
tion.’ ’’); PLR 8243031 (‘‘Though not explicitly required by
section 316(a) of the Code, a dividend must be a distribution of
property made by a corporation to a shareholder WITH RESPECT
TO ITS STOCK. Under section 301(c) reference to the provisions
of section 316 is only triggered by a distribution to which section
301(a) applies, that is, a distribution made by a corporation to a
shareholder with respect to its stock. See also section 1.301-1(c)
of the Income Tax Regulations, which makes clear that section
301(a) is intended to limit the applicability of section 301 to a dis-
tribution made by a corporation to a shareholder in the sharehold-
er’s status as owner of stock in the corporation.’’); see also Rod
Warren Ink v. Comr., 92 T.C. 995, 1002 (1989) (‘‘To have a con-
structive dividend, the economic benefit must be afforded to the
shareholder in his or her capacity as a shareholder. Section 1.301-
1(c), Income Tax Regs. Thus, a benefit, reasonable in amount,
paid to a shareholder in his or her capacity as a corporate em-
ployee is compensation and not a dividend.’’), rev’d on other
grounds, 912 F.2d 325 (9th Cir. 1990). See generally Boris I. Bit-
tker & James S. Eustice, Federal Income Taxation of Corpora-
tions and Shareholders ¶8.05[1] (7th ed. 2006 & Supp. Mar. 2011)
(‘‘According to the regulations, §301 ‘is not applicable to an
amount paid by a corporation to a shareholder unless the amount
is paid to the shareholder in his capacity as such.’ Thus, if a cor-
poration transfers property to a shareholder who is also a creditor
of the corporation in satisfaction of his claim, the transaction is
not governed by §301. Other examples include payments to a
shareholder-employee as compensation for services, payments to
a shareholder-vendor as payment for property, and payments to a
shareholder-lessor as rent for the use of property. Even though
such transfers are ‘distributions,’ in the sense of being transfers,
they are not made to a shareholder ‘with respect to [his] stock,’ as
required by §301(a), because the corporation receives equal value
(other than its own stock in redemption); hence, the tax conse-
quences of such transfers are governed by other sections of the
Code.’’ [Footnote references omitted.]).

12 1980-2 C.B. 106.
13 1970-1 C.B. 169, modified by Rev. Rul. 74-503, 1974-2 C.B.

117. Notably, Rev. Rul. 74-503 was revoked by Rev. Rul. 2006-2,

2006-1 C.B. 261, and, since the issuance of Rev. Rul. 2006-2, the
IRS has had the occasion to discuss the possible application of
Rev. Rul. 70-305 to a transaction. See CCA 200832022.

14 Available on Westlaw at 1985 WL 291818.
15 In this regard, it also is worthwhile to consider Regs.

§1.1032-3, which provides rules for certain transactions in which
a corporation acquires money or other property (as defined in
Regs. §1.1032-1) in exchange, in whole or in part, for stock of
another corporation. See, e.g., Regs. §1.1032-3(e), Ex. 1 (‘‘X, a
corporation, owns all of the stock of Y corporation. Y reaches an
agreement with C, an individual, to acquire a truck from C in ex-
change for 10 shares of X stock with a fair market value of $100.
To effectuate Y’s agreement with C, X transfers to Y the X stock
in a transaction in which, but for this section, the basis of the X
stock in the hands of Y would be determined with respect to X’s
basis in the X stock under section 362(a). Y immediately transfers
the X stock to C to acquire the truck. In this Example 1, no gain
or loss is recognized on the disposition of the X stock by Y. Im-
mediately before Y’s disposition of the X stock, Y is treated as pur-
chasing the X stock from X for $100 of cash contributed to Y by
X. Under section 358, X’s basis in its Y stock is increased by
$100.’’ [Emphasis added.]).

16 Prior to being amended by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984,
P.L. 98-369, 98 Stat. 494, §304(b)(2) provided, in pertinent part,
as follows:

(2) Amount constituting dividend—

. . .

(B) Where subsection (a)(2) applies.—In the case
of any acquisition of stock to which . . . [section
304(a)(2)] applies, the determination of the amount
which is a dividend shall be made as if the prop-
erty were distributed by the acquiring corporation
to the issuing corporation and immediately thereaf-
ter distributed by the issuing corporation.

17 See also GCM 38291 (2/22/80) (‘‘The Service’s position
published in Rev. Rul. 69-261, 1969-1 C.B. 94 . . . that the sub-
sidiary’s purchase of the stock results in the constructive receipt
of a dividend by the parent, has been rejected by the Tax Court
and by the United States Courts of Appeals for the Fourth, Fifth,
and Seventh Circuits. . . . Accordingly, we are in agreement with
their position that the issue should no longer be litigated, and rec-
ommend that you consider withdrawing Rev. Rul. 69-261.’’).
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Co. v. U.S.,18 Virginia Materials Corp. v. Comr.,19 and
Webb v. Comr.20

In Rev. Rul. 70-305, the Service considered a situ-
ation where a wholly owned domestic subsidiary
(Sub) of a domestic corporation (Parent) purchased
shares of Parent’s stock on the open market and,
thereafter, sold that stock to third-party interests.
Based on these facts, the IRS concluded that (i) the
stock of Parent held by Sub did not constitute treasury
stock and (ii) the sale of Parent’s stock by Sub should
not be treated as a sale by Sub of its own capital stock
pursuant to the provisions of §1032. Rather, the sale
of such stock to third-party interests constituted a
transaction resulting in gain or loss to Sub. Thus, im-
plicit in the IRS’s analysis is the notion that Parent
was not in receipt of a constructive distribution from
Sub when Sub purchased Parent’s stock on the open
market.

Furthermore, in GCM 39452, the IRS considered a
situation where a wholly owned international finance
subsidiary (Foreign Sub) of a domestic corporation
(Parent) agreed to convert debentures that Foreign
Sub had issued to foreign investors into shares of Par-
ent stock (the Conversion). In order to effect the Con-
version, Foreign Sub purchased shares of Parent stock
from Parent at fair market value. Based on these facts,
the IRS concluded that (i) Foreign Sub should be
treated as acquiring a basis in the Parent stock equal
to the fair market value purchase price, and (ii) the

Conversion constituted a taxable event.21 Thus, in
similar fashion to Rev. Rul. 70-305, implicit in the
IRS’s analysis is the notion that Parent was not in re-
ceipt of a constructive distribution from Foreign Sub
when Foreign Sub purchased Parent’s stock from Par-
ent. Notably, the IRS reinforced this notion in PLR
8550022,22 which is the private letter ruling upon
which the discussion in GCM 39452 is based.

In sum, although the authorities discussed above
offer mostly implicit support for the conclusion that
S’s transfer of cash or a note to P in exchange for P
stock does not constitute a distribution under §301, it
is difficult to deny that they provide a framework for
a reasoned analysis in support of that conclusion.

Analysis in Support of Consequence 2
With respect to the consequences of P’s sale of its

stock to S in exchange for cash or a note, §1032(a)
provides that no gain or loss will be recognized to a
corporation on the receipt of money or other property
in exchange for stock (including treasury stock) of
such corporation.23 Thus, taking into account the
broad language of §1032(a) (and the Treasury regula-

18 561 F.2d 698 (7th Cir. 1977); see id. at 704 (‘‘Unless some-
thing of measurable value has passed to the shareholder there is
no constructive dividend. Wilkinson v. Comr., 29 T.C. 421 (1957).
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals has held: ‘(N)o dividend can
be constructive unless there is a ‘distribution’ to the individual.
Thus, it is essential to the existence of a dividend, actual or con-
structive, that the stockholder receive something from the corpo-
ration.’ Sammons v. Comr., 472 F.2d 449, 453 (5 Cir. 1972).’’).

19 67 T.C. 372 (1976), aff’d, 577 F.2d 739 (4th Cir. 1978); see
id. at 378–379 (‘‘On the threshold question of whether petitioner
constructively received a taxable distribution from TIDC upon
TIDC’s purchase of stock from General Slag, Webb clearly com-
pels a negative answer.’’).

20 67 T.C. 293 (1976), aff’d, 572 F.2d 135 (5th Cir. 1978); see
id. at 307–308 (‘‘Respondent casts his argument in the equity-
oriented terms of a ‘constructive dividend,’ but Webb Co. received
nothing which, in ordinary tax parlance, can be so characterized.
No obligation undertaken by Webb Co. was discharged by Kin-
chafoonee, cf. Shalk Chemical Co. v. Comr., 304 F.2d 48, 50 (9th
Cir. 1962), aff’g, 32 T.C. 879 (1959); Edgar S. Idol, 38 T.C. 444,
457–458 (1962), aff’d, 319 F.2d 647 (8th Cir. 1963), and no trans-
fer of assets was made by Kinchafoonee for the benefit of Webb
Co. or anyone else for an amount less than full consideration, cf.
Harry L. Epstein, 53 T.C. 459, 474–475 (1969); Challenge Manu-
facturing Co., 37 T.C. 650, 662–663 (1962). If Webb Co. realized
any benefit whatever as a result of Kinchafoonee’s purchase of the
Webb Co. stock, that benefit was derivative in nature and was not
a constructive dividend to Webb Co. Cf. Sammons v. Comr., 472
F.2d 449, 453 (5th Cir. 1972); R.T. French Co., 60 T.C. 836, 855
(1973); PPG Industries, Inc., 55 T.C. 928, 1002–1003 (1970); Co-
lumbian Rope Co., 42 T.C. 800, 812–813 (1964); Benjamin H.
Freeman, 41 T.C. 379, 385–386 (1963); Multon F. Priester, 38
T.C. 316, 327 (1962).’’).

21 See Rev. Rul. 69-135, 1969-1 C.B. 198 (concluding that the
conversion of bonds of one corporation into common stock of an-
other corporation in accordance with the terms of the bond issue
is not one of the transactions excepted from gain or loss recogni-
tion under the Code).

22 Specifically, the IRS included the following discussion in
PLR 8550022:

The first issue to be addressed is whether Corp P recog-
nized gain or loss on the sale of its shares of stock to
Corp S in exchange for money and cancellation of prin-
cipal, premium and accrued interest owed to Corp S. As
stated above, section 1.1032-1(a) of the regulations pro-
vides, in general, that the disposition by a corporation
of its own stock for money or other property does not
give rise to taxable gain or deductible loss regardless of
the nature of the transaction or the facts and circum-
stances involved. The broad wording of section 1.1032-
1(a) indicates that section 1032 of the Code applies to
this case where Corp P has sold its stock for money and
cancellation of indebtedness. Therefore, Corp P recog-
nized no gain or loss on the sale of the Corp P stock to
Corp S.

23 See also Regs. §1.1032-1(a) (‘‘The disposition by a corpora-
tion of shares of its own stock (including treasury stock) for
money or other property does not give rise to taxable gain or de-
ductible loss to the corporation regardless of the nature of the
transaction or the facts and circumstances involved. . . . Also, the
exchange or sale by a corporation of its own shares for money or
other property does not result in taxable gain or deductible loss,
even though the corporation deals in such shares as it might in the
shares of another corporation.’’); cf. H.R. Rep. No. 83-1337, at
268 (1954) (‘‘Section 1032, relating to the exchange by a corpo-
ration of its stock for property, has no counterpart under the 1939
Code. Under present law, whether the disposition by a corporation
of shares of its own capital stock gives rise to taxable gain or de-
ductible loss depends, under certain decisions, upon whether the
transaction constitutes the dealing by a corporation in its own
shares which is to be ascertained from all of the facts and circum-
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tion promulgated thereunder), when P sells its stock to
S for cash or a note, P does not recognize gain or loss
on the sale under §1032(a).24

Furthermore, the conclusion that S takes a cost ba-
sis in the P stock under §1012 also is supported. In
particular, under §1012(a), the basis of property gen-
erally is the cost thereof, except as specifically pro-
vided in the Code.25 As discussed above, in Rev. Rul.
80-189, the IRS concluded that the purchase of the
stock of Parent from its sole shareholder by Sub
would not result in a constructive distribution from
Sub to Parent. The IRS further concluded that, under
§1012, Sub would have a basis in Parent’s stock ac-
quired in the transaction equal to the amount paid
therefor.26 Thus, taking into account the authorities
discussed above, it appears reasonable to conclude
that S takes a cost basis in the P stock under §1012.

Analysis in Support of Consequence 3
In general, Regs. §1.1032-2(b) provides that, in the

case of a forward triangular merger, a triangular C re-
organization, or a triangular B reorganization,27 P
stock provided by P to S, or directly to T or T’s share-
holders on behalf of S, pursuant to the plan of reor-
ganization is treated as a disposition by P of shares of
its own stock.28 However, Regs. §1.1032-2(c) pro-
vides that S must recognize gain or loss in the above
transactions on its exchange of P stock for stock or as-
sets of T if S did not receive the P stock from P pur-
suant to the plan of reorganization.29

Example 2 of Regs. §1.1032-2(d) offers some use-
ful insight as to the manner in which the rules of

Regs. §1.1032-2(b) and (c) are intended to operate.
Specifically, that example provides as follows:

Example 2. Forward triangular merger solely
for P stock provided in part by S. (a) Facts. T
has assets with an aggregate basis of $60 and
fair market value of $100 and no liabilities. S
is an operating company with substantial as-
sets that has been in existence for several
years. S also owns P stock with a $20 ad-
justed basis and $30 fair market value. S ac-
quired the P stock in an unrelated transaction
several years before the reorganization. Pur-
suant to a plan, P transfers additional P stock
worth $70 to S and T merges into S. In the
merger, the T shareholders receive $100 of P
stock ($70 of P stock provided by P to S as
part of the plan and $30 of P stock held by S
previously). The transaction is a reorganiza-
tion to which sections 368(a)(1)(A) and
(a)(2)(D) apply.
(b) Gain or loss recognized by S on the use of
its P stock. Under paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion, the $70 of P stock provided by P pursu-
ant to the plan of reorganization is treated as
disposed of by P for the T assets acquired by
S in the merger. Consequently, neither P nor
S has taxable gain or deductible loss on the
exchange of those shares. Under paragraph
(c) of this section, however, S recognizes $10
of gain on the exchange of its P stock in the
reorganization because S did not receive the
P stock from P pursuant to the plan of reor-
ganization. See §1.358-6(d) for the effect on
P’s basis in its S stock. [Emphasis added.]

The preceding example demonstrates that the appli-
cation of Regs. §1.1032-2(b) or (c) to a situation
where S purchases P stock from P and uses that P

stances. The purpose of this section is to remove the uncertainties
of present law.’’); S. Rep. No. 83-1622, at 426 (1954) (containing
language almost identical to that contained in H.R. Rep. No. 83-
1337).

24 See above note 22 and the excerpt from PLR 8550022.
25 See also Regs. §1.1012-1(a) (‘‘In general, the basis of prop-

erty is the cost thereof. The cost is the amount paid for such prop-
erty in cash or other property. This general rule is subject to ex-
ceptions stated in subchapter O (relating to gain or loss on the dis-
position of property), subchapter C (relating to corporate
distributions and adjustments), subchapter K (relating to partners
and partnerships), and subchapter P (relating to capital gains and
losses), chapter 1 of the Code.’’).

26 See also GCM 39452 (5/30/85) (‘‘Specifically we believe
that in the present case the IFS should be treated as acquiring a
basis in its US parent’s stock equal to the fair market value pur-
chase price. Section 1012.’’). See generally Schler, ‘‘Exploring the
Boundaries of Section 1032,’’ 49 Tax Law. 543, 586 (1996) (‘‘If S
buys P stock from P, S generally obtains a cost basis.’’).

27 With respect to a reverse triangular merger, §361(a) provides
that S, as the transferor corporation in that context, does not rec-
ognize gain or loss on the P stock that it exchanges for T stock.
See, e.g., Regs. §1.1032-2(b), (c).

28 Cf. Rev. Rul. 57-278, 1957-1 C.B. 124 (concluding that there
is no gain to a subsidiary using parent stock in an acquisitive re-
organization).

29 As relevant to the application of Regs. §1.1032-2(b) and (c),
Regs. §1.368-2(g) provides that the term ‘‘plan of reorganization’’
has reference to a consummated transaction specifically defined as
a reorganization under §368(a). See, e.g., PLR 200333024 (equat-

ing a plan of reorganization under §368 with a plan of reorgani-
zation under Regs. §1.1032-2). Furthermore, Regs. §1.368-2(g)
provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

The term is not to be construed as broadening the defi-
nition of ‘‘reorganization’’ as set forth in section 368(a),
but is to be taken as limiting the nonrecognition of gain
or loss to such exchanges or distributions as are directly
a part of the transaction specifically described as a reor-
ganization in section 368(a). Moreover, the transaction,
or series of transactions, embraced in a plan of reorga-
nization must not only come within the specific lan-
guage of section 368(a), but the readjustments involved
in the exchanges or distributions effected in the consum-
mation thereof must be undertaken for reasons germane
to the continuance of the business of a corporation a
party to the reorganization.

Lastly, Regs. §1.368-3(a) requires that the plan of reorganiza-
tion be adopted by each of the corporations that is a party thereto.
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stock to effectuate the reorganization turns on whether
P is viewed as providing its stock to S pursuant to the
plan of reorganization. Under the facts of the ex-
ample, it would seem that Regs. §1.1032-2(c) contem-
plates S’s acquisition of P’s stock being ‘‘old and
cold’’ in order for that acquisition to fall outside of the
plan of reorganization.30 However, an example in an
analogous context suggests that the ‘‘pursuant to a
plan of reorganization’’ concept may not be as broad
as Example 2 of Regs. §1.1032-2(d) implies. In par-
ticular, Example 1 of Regs. §1.1502-31(g) provides as
follows:

Example 1. Forward triangular merger. (i)
Facts. P is the common parent of one group
and T is the common parent of another. T has
assets with an aggregate basis of $60 and fair
market value of $100 and no liabilities. T’s
shareholders have an aggregate basis of $50
in T’s stock. In Year 1, pursuant to a plan, P
forms S and T merges into S with the T share-
holders receiving $100 of P stock in exchange
for their T stock. The transaction is a reorga-
nization described in section 368(a)(2)(D).
The transaction is also a reverse acquisition
under §1.1502-75(d)(3) because the T share-
holders, as a result of owning T’s stock, own
more than 50% of the value of P’s stock im-
mediately after the transaction. Thus, the
transaction is a group structure change under
§1.1502-33(f)(1), and P’s earnings and profits
are adjusted to reflect T’s earnings and profits
immediately before T ceases to be the com-
mon parent of the T group.
. . .
(vi) Consideration provided by S. The facts
are the same as in paragraph (i) of this Ex-
ample 1, except that P forms S with a $100
contribution at the beginning of Year 1, and
during Year 6, pursuant to a plan, S purchases
$100 of P stock and T merges into S with the
T shareholders receiving P stock in exchange
for their T stock. Under paragraph (b)(1) of
this section, P’s $100 basis in S’s stock is in-
creased by $60 to reflect T’s net asset basis.
Under paragraph (d)(1) of this section, P’s ba-
sis in S’s stock is decreased by $100 (the fair
market value of the P stock) because the P
stock purchased by S and used in the transac-
tion is consideration not provided by P.

Although it is not clear from this example whether
S purchased the P stock from P or from someone else,
e.g., S may have purchased such stock in the open
market, it nevertheless indicates that S may purchase
P stock at or about the time of the reorganization and
have that purchase be considered as occurring outside
of the contours of the plan of reorganization. Alterna-
tively, the example also suggests that P stock that S
bought incident to the plan of reorganization, but with
funds obtained outside of the plan, may be deemed as
having not been provided by P to S pursuant to the
plan of reorganization.

In view of the preceding discussion, it appears that
there is some uncertainty as to whether S’s acquisition
of P stock can (or should) be viewed as occurring pur-
suant to a plan of reorganization. Given that uncer-
tainty, and in light of Consequences 1 and 2, each of
which supports the notion that S’s acquisition of P’s
stock constitutes a transaction that is separate from
the triangular reorganization, it does not seem unrea-
sonable to conclude that S does not acquire the P
stock pursuant to a plan of reorganization and, there-
fore, that S must take into account the rule of Regs.
§1.1032-2(c) upon transferring the P stock to S1.

Analysis in Support of Consequence 4
Section 951(a)(1)(B) generally provides that a U.S.

shareholder 31 of a controlled foreign corporation 32

must include in gross income the amount determined
under §956 with respect to such shareholder for the
taxable year.33 As relevant to the preceding sentence,
the general rule of §956(a) provides that, in the case
of any controlled foreign corporation, the amount de-
termined under §956 with respect to any U.S. share-
holder for any taxable year cannot exceed such share-
holder’s pro rata share of the average of the amounts
of U.S. property 34 held (directly or indirectly) by the

30 Unfortunately, neither the preamble to the Treasury regula-
tions initially proposed under Regs. §1.1032-2 nor the preamble
to the final Treasury regulations offers any insight into whether
this interpretation of Regs. §1.1032-2(c) is correct. See generally
T.D. 8648, 1996-1 C.B. 37; Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Con-
trolling Corporation’s Basis Adjustment in Its Controlled Corpo-
ration Stock Following a Triangular Reorganization, 59 Fed. Reg.
66280 (12/23/94).

31 Under §951(b), the term ‘‘United States shareholder’’ gener-
ally means, with respect to any foreign corporation, a U.S. person
(as defined in §957(c)) that owns (within the meaning of §958(a)),
or is considered as owning by applying the rules of ownership of
§958(b), 10% or more of the total combined voting power of all
classes of stock entitled to vote of such foreign corporation. See
also Regs. §1.951-1(g) (defining the term ‘‘United States share-
holder’’).

32 The general rule of §957(a) provides that the term ‘‘con-
trolled foreign corporation’’ means any foreign corporation if
more than 50% of the total combined voting power of all classes
of stock of such corporation entitled to vote, or if more than 50%
of the total value of the stock of such corporation, is owned
(within the meaning of §958(a)), or is considered as owned by ap-
plying the rules of ownership of §958(b), by U.S. shareholders on
any day during the taxable year of such foreign corporation. See
also Regs. §1.957-1(a) (providing a general definition for the term
‘‘controlled foreign corporation’’).

33 See also Regs. §1.951-1(a) (providing a general rule for
amounts included in gross income of United States shareholders).

34 For purposes of §956(a), the term ‘‘United States property’’
generally includes stock of a domestic corporation. See
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controlled foreign corporation as of the close of each
quarter of such taxable year.35

In the Killer B Example, S, a controlled foreign
corporation within the meaning of §957(a), acquires
and disposes of the P stock before the close of a quar-
ter of the taxable year, which is the time at which P’s
share of the average amount of U.S. property held by
S is measured for purposes of §956. Thus, in light of
S’s momentary ownership of the stock of P, there
would not appear to be an amount that needs to be in-
cluded in P’s income under §951(a)(1)(B) on account
of S’s ownership of that P stock.

Analysis in Support of Consequence 5
By way of background, §367(a)(1) provides that, if,

in connection with any exchange described in §§332,
351, 354, 356, or 361, a U.S. person 36 transfers 37

property 38 to a foreign corporation,39 such foreign
corporation will not be considered to be a corporation
for purposes of determining the extent to which gain
is recognized on such transfer.40 As a consequence,
§367(a)(1) oftentimes denies nonrecognition treat-

ment for such an exchange.41 Notably, Treasury has
broad authority under §367(a)(2), (3), and (6) to pro-
vide that §367(a)(1) will not apply to certain transfers
otherwise described therein. In particular, §367(a)(2)
provides that, except to the extent provided in Trea-
sury regulations, §367(a)(1) will not apply to the
transfer of stock of a foreign corporation that is a
party to the exchange or a party to the reorganization.

As relevant to the Killer B Example, Regs.
§1.367(a)-3(a) provides rules concerning the transfer
of stock by a U.S. person to a foreign corporation in
an exchange described in §367(a).42 In general, Regs.
§1.367(a)-3(a) provides that a transfer of stock by a
U.S. person to a foreign corporation that is described
in §351, 354 (including a reorganization described in
§368(a)(1)(B) and an indirect stock transfer described
in Regs. §1.367(a)-3(d)), 356, 361(a), or 361(b) is
subject to §367(a)(1) and, therefore, is treated as a
taxable exchange, unless one of the exceptions set
forth in Regs. §1.367(a)-3 applies. In the context of
the Killer B Example, S1’s transfer of the stock of T
to S in exchange for the stock of P is a transfer de-
scribed in §354. Thus, in the absence of an applicable
exception, that transfer is subject to §367(a)(1) under
Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a).

Regs. §1.367(a)-3(b)(1) provides such an excep-
tion. In particular, under Regs. §1.367(a)-3(b)(1), a
transfer of stock of a foreign corporation (i.e., T) by a
U.S. person (i.e., S1) to a foreign corporation (i.e., S)
that otherwise would be subject to §367(a)(1) under
Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a) will not be subject to §367(a)(1)
if either (i) the U.S. person owns less than 5% (apply-
ing the attribution rules of §318, as modified by
§958(b)) of both the total voting power and the total
value of the stock of the ‘‘transferee foreign corpora-
tion’’ immediately after the transfer;43 or (ii) the U.S.
person enters into a five-year gain recognition agree-
ment with respect to the transferred stock as provided
in Regs. §1.367(a)-8. Pursuant to a gain recognition
agreement, the U.S. person must include in income

§956(c)(1)(B). However, that term does not include stock of a do-
mestic corporation that is neither a U.S. shareholder of the con-
trolled foreign corporation, nor a domestic corporation, 25% or
more of the total combined voting power of which, immediately
after the controlled foreign corporation’s acquisition of stock in
such domestic corporation, is owned (or is considered as owned)
by the U.S. shareholders of the controlled foreign corporation in
the aggregate. See §956(c)(2)(F).

35 By way of background, §956 was enacted to require an in-
come inclusion by U.S. shareholders of a controlled foreign cor-
poration that invests certain earnings and profits in U.S. property
‘‘on the grounds that . . . [the investment] is substantially the
equivalent of a dividend being paid to them.’’ S. Rep. No. 87-1881
(1962), 1962-3 C.B. 703, 794.

36 Pursuant to Regs. §1.367(a)-1T(d)(1), the term ‘‘United
States person’’ includes those persons described in §7701(a)(30).
Thus, the term includes a citizen or resident of the United States,
a domestic partnership, a domestic corporation, and any estate or
trust other than a foreign estate or trust.

37 Regs. §1.367(a)-1T(d)(3) provides that, for purposes of §367
and the Treasury regulations promulgated thereunder, the term
‘‘transfer’’ means any transaction that constitutes a transfer for
purposes of §§332, 351, 354, 355, 356, or 361, as applicable.

38 Regs. §1.367(a)-1T(d)(4) provides that, for purposes of §367
and the Treasury regulations promulgated thereunder, the term
‘‘property’’ means any item that constitutes property for purposes
of §§332, 351, 354, 355, 356, or 361, as applicable.

39 Pursuant to Regs. §1.367(a)-1T(d)(2), the term ‘‘foreign cor-
poration’’ has the meaning set forth in §7701(a)(3) and (5) and
Regs. §301.7701-5.

40 See also Regs. §1.367(a)-1T(b)(1) (‘‘If a U.S. person trans-
fers property to a foreign corporation in connection with an ex-
change described in section 332, 351, 354, 355, 356, or 361, then
pursuant to section 367(a)(1) the foreign corporation shall not be
considered to be a corporation for purposes of determining the ex-
tent to which gain shall be recognized on the transfer.’’); Regs.
§1.367(b)-1T(c)(1) (‘‘A transfer described in section 367(a)(1) is
any transfer of property by a U.S. person to a foreign corporation
pursuant to an exchange described in section 332, 351, 354, 355,
356, or 361. Section 367(a)(1) applies to such a transfer whether

it is made directly, indirectly, or constructively.’’).
41 See Regs. §1.367(a)-1T(b)(1) (‘‘Section 367(a)(1) denies

nonrecognition treatment only to transfers of items of property on
which gain is realized. Thus, the amount of gain recognized be-
cause of section 367(a)(1) is unaffected by the transfer of items of
property on which loss is realized (but not recognized).’’).

42 Notably, Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a) was amended by T.D. 9526,
which, as noted above, sets forth the Final Regulations. Specifi-
cally, as described in the preamble to T.D. 9526, ‘‘the format and
organization of [Regs.] §1.367(a)-3(a)’’ has been modified, and
Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a) has been clarified ‘‘to provide that exchanges
that are subject to section 367(a)(1) (absent an applicable excep-
tion) result in the recognition of gain, as opposed to being ‘treated
as a taxable exchange’ (as is provided in the current regulations).’’
T.D. 9526, 76 Fed. Reg. 28890, at 28892 (5/19/11). For purposes
of this discussion, we describe the rules of Regs. §1.367(a)-3 as in
effect prior to the amendments made by T.D. 9526.

43 As evidenced by TAM 200919032, taxpayers and the IRS
have disagreed with respect to the manner in which this first ex-
ception (and, more generally, §367(a)(1)) applies in this context.
See generally Willens, ‘‘Technical Advice on ‘Killer B’ Reorgani-
zation Examined,’’ 123 Tax Notes 1147 (2009).
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the gain realized but not recognized on the initial
transfer by reason of entering into the gain recogni-
tion agreement, and pay any applicable interest, if a
gain recognition event 44 occurs during the period be-
ginning on the date of the initial transfer and ending
as of the close of the fifth full taxable year (not less
than 60 months) following the close of the taxable
year in which the initial transfer occurs.45 Thus, as-
suming that S1 entered into a gain recognition agree-
ment with respect to the stock of T, it appears that
S1’s transfer of the stock of T to S in exchange for the
stock of P is not subject to §367(a)(1) on account of
the exception provided by Regs. §1.367(a)-
3(b)(1)(ii).46

Although S1’s transfer of the stock of T to S in ex-
change for the stock of P may not be subject to
§367(a)(1), S’s transfer of the stock of P to S1 in ex-
change for the stock of T is subject to §367(b)(1).47

In general, §367(b)(1) provides that, in the case of any
exchange described in §§332, 351, 354, 355, 356, or
361, in connection with which there is no transfer of
property described in §367(a)(1), a foreign corpora-
tion will be considered to be a corporation except to
the extent provided in Treasury regulations that ‘‘are
necessary or appropriate to prevent the avoidance of
Federal income taxes.’’ Section 367(b)(2) provides
that the Treasury regulations prescribed pursuant to
§367(b)(1) will include (but will not be limited to)
regulations dealing with the sale or exchange of stock
or securities in a foreign corporation by a U.S. person,
including Treasury regulations providing the circum-
stances under which (i) gain is recognized, (ii)
amounts are included in gross income as a dividend,
(iii) adjustments are made to earnings and profits, or
(iv) adjustments are made to the basis of stock, secu-
rities, or other assets.

As relevant to the Killer B Example, Regs.
§1.367(b)-4 applies to an acquisition by a foreign cor-
poration (the ‘‘foreign acquiring corporation’’) of the
stock or assets of a foreign corporation (the ‘‘foreign
acquired corporation’’) in an exchange described in
§351 or a reorganization described in §368(a)(1).48 In
the context of the Killer B Example, the transfer by S,
i.e., the foreign acquiring corporation, of the stock of
P to S1 in exchange for the stock of T, i.e., the foreign

acquired corporation, constitutes a reorganization de-
scribed in §368(a)(1)(B). Thus, it follows that Regs.
§1.367(b)-4 applies to that transfer.

Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(i) generally requires an ex-
changing shareholder of a foreign acquired corpora-
tion to include in income as a deemed dividend 49 the
§1248 amount 50 attributable to the stock that the
shareholder exchanges if, (i) immediately before the
exchange, the exchanging shareholder is a U.S. per-
son that is a §1248 shareholder 51 with respect to the
foreign acquired corporation, and (ii) either of the fol-
lowing conditions is satisfied: (a) immediately after
the exchange, the stock received in the exchange is
not stock in a corporation that is a controlled foreign
corporation as to which the United States person is a
§1248 shareholder; or (b) immediately after the ex-
change, the foreign acquiring corporation or the for-
eign acquired corporation (if any, such as in a transac-
tion described in §368(a)(1)(B) and/or §351), is not a
controlled foreign corporation as to which the U.S.
person is a §1248 shareholder. In the context of the
Killer B Example, S1, i.e., the exchanging share-
holder, is a U.S. person that constitutes a §1248 share-
holder with respect to T, i.e., the foreign acquired cor-
poration, immediately before the relevant exchange,
and, immediately after that exchange, the P stock re-
ceived by S1 is not stock in a corporation that is a
controlled foreign corporation as to which S1 is a
§1248 shareholder. Thus, in the absence of an appli-
cable exception, S1 would have to include in income
as a deemed dividend the §1248 amount attributable
to the stock of T pursuant to the rule of Regs.
§1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(i).

An exception to the rule of Regs. §1.367(b)-
4(b)(1)(i), set forth in Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii),
provides that, in the case of a triangular reorganiza-
tion described in Regs. §1.358-6(b)(2),52 an exchange
is not described in Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(i) if the

44 See Regs. §1.367(a)-8(j) (identifying certain events that may
require gain to be recognized under a gain recognition agreement).

45 See Regs. §1.367(a)-8(c)(1)(i) through (v).
46 Cf. Regs. §1.367(a)-3(d)(3), Ex. 5A (involving a triangular B

reorganization where a U.S. person transfers the stock of a domes-
tic corporation to a foreign acquiring corporation in exchange for
stock of a domestic corporation in control of the foreign acquiring
corporation).

47 Cf. Regs. §1.367(a)-3(b)(2)(ii) (providing an example of a
transfer subject to both §367(a) and (b)).

48 In the case of a reorganization described in §368(a)(1)(A)
and (a)(2)(E), Regs. §1.367(b)-4 applies if stock of the foreign
surviving corporation is exchanged for stock of a foreign corpo-
ration in control of the merging corporation; in such a case, the
foreign surviving corporation is treated as a foreign acquired cor-
poration for purposes of Regs. §1.367(b)-4.

49 See generally Regs. §1.367(b)-2(e) (providing rules for the
treatment of the deemed dividend).

50 Pursuant to Regs. §1.367(b)-2(c)(1), the term ‘‘section 1248
amount’’ means, with respect to stock in a foreign corporation, the
net positive earnings and profits (if any) that would have been at-
tributable to such stock and includible in income as a dividend un-
der §1248 and the Treasury regulations promulgated thereunder if
the stock were sold by the shareholder.

51 Regs. §1.367(b)-2(b) provides that the term ‘‘section 1248
shareholder’’ means any U.S. person that satisfies the ownership
requirements of §1248(a)(2) or (c)(2) with respect to a foreign
corporation. Thus, a §1248 shareholder is a United States person
that owns, within the meaning of §958(a), or is considered as
owning by applying the rules of ownership of §958(b), 10% or
more of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock
entitled to vote of a foreign corporation at any time during the
five-year period ending on the date of the exchange when such
foreign corporation was a controlled foreign corporation.

52 Regs. §1.358-6(b)(2) describes the following triangular reor-
ganizations: (i) Forward triangular merger, i.e., a statutory merger
of T and S, with S surviving, that qualifies as a reorganization un-
der §368(a)(1)(A) or (G) by reason of the application of
§368(a)(2)(D), Regs. §1.358-6(b)(2)(i); (ii) triangular C reorgani-
zation, i.e., an acquisition by S of substantially all of T’s assets in
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stock received in the exchange is stock of a domestic
corporation and, immediately after the exchange, (i)
such domestic corporation is a §1248 shareholder of
the foreign acquired corporation (in the case of a tri-
angular B reorganization) or the surviving corporation
(in the case of a triangular C reorganization, a forward
triangular merger, or a reverse triangular merger), and
(ii) such acquired or surviving corporation is a con-
trolled foreign corporation.53 Thus, pursuant to Regs.
§1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii), S1 does not have to include in

income as a deemed dividend the §1248 amount at-

exchange for P stock in a transaction that qualifies as a reorgani-
zation under §368(a)(1)(C), Regs. §1.358-6(b)(2)(ii); (iii) reverse
triangular merger, i.e., a statutory merger of S and T, with T sur-
viving, that qualifies as a reorganization under §368(a)(1)(A) by
reason of the application of §368(a)(2)(E), Regs. §1.358-
6(b)(2)(iii); (iv) triangular B reorganization, i.e., an acquisition by
S of T stock in exchange for P stock in a transaction that qualifies
as a reorganization under §368(a)(1)(B), Regs. §1.358-6(b)(2)(iv);
and (v) triangular G reorganization, i.e., an acquisition by S (other
than by statutory merger) of substantially all of T’s assets in a title
11 or similar case in exchange for P stock in a transaction that
qualifies as a reorganization under §368(a)(1)(G) by reason of the
application of §368(a)(2)(D), Regs. §1.358-6(b)(2)(v).

53 The importance of this exception to the success of the Killer
B transaction is demonstrated by the following statements in-
cluded in Notice 2006-85:

The IRS and Treasury recently finalized §1.367(b)-
4(b)(1)(ii), which may apply to certain (but not all) of
the triangular reorganizations described in this notice.
That final regulation under section 367(b) appropriately
addressed the treatment of the majority of relevant tri-
angular reorganizations. While the IRS and Treasury
were aware of the transactions covered by this notice at
that time, the decision was made to address these trans-
actions comprehensively in separate guidance. [Notice
2006-85, 2006-2 C.B. 677 (‘‘Section 1. Overview’’).]

The rather convoluted history of this exception evidences the
struggles that the IRS and Treasury experienced in drafting it. A
brief outline of that history follows below.

1. Temp. Regs. §7.367(b)-7(a), (c) (as promulgated pur-
suant to T.D. 7530, 1978-1 C.B. 92). As initially pro-
mulgated, the temporary Treasury regulations under
§367(b) did not include an exception similar to the
exception provided by current Regs. §1.367(b)-
4(b)(1)(ii).

2. Prop. Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1) (as issued pursuant to
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Transfers of Stock
or Securities by U.S. Persons or Foreign Corpora-
tions, and Foreign Liquidations and Reorganizations,
56 Fed. Reg. 41993 (8/26/91)). These proposed Trea-
sury regulations included the initial version of the ex-
ception provided by current Regs. §1.367(b)-
4(b)(1)(ii). As proposed, these Treasury regulations
would have excepted exchanges where the stock re-
ceived by the exchanging shareholder was stock of a
domestic corporation.

3. Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1) (as promulgated pursuant to
T.D. 8770, 1998-2 C.B. 3). These final Treasury regu-
lations included the second version of the exception
provided by current Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii). Con-

sistent with the 1991 proposed Treasury regulations,
these final Treasury regulations provided that a §1248
inclusion generally was not required in the case of a
§354 exchange where the stock received by the ex-
changing shareholder was stock of a domestic corpo-
ration. This result was accomplished by excluding do-
mestic stock from the categories of nonqualifying
consideration described in Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1).

4. Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1) (as amended by T.D. 8862,
2000-1 C.B. 466). Pursuant to the amendment made
by T.D. 8862, the exception that had been provided
under Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1) in the 1998 final Trea-
sury regulations was eliminated. In explaining this
change, the IRS and Treasury stated in the preamble
to T.D. 8862 that the 1991 proposed Treasury regula-
tions ‘‘inadvertently did not require an inclusion of a
section 1248 amount’’ where ‘‘a foreign corporation
uses the stock of its domestic parent corporation to
acquire the stock or assets of a foreign target corpo-
ration from a section 1248 shareholder.’’

5. Prop. Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii) (as issued pursuant
to Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Revision of In-
come Tax Regulations Under Sections 358, 367, 884,
and 6038B Dealing With Statutory Mergers or Con-
solidations Under Section 368(a)(1)(A) Involving
One or More Foreign Corporations, 70 Fed. Reg. 749
(1/5/05)). These proposed Treasury regulations in-
cluded the third version of the exception provided by
current Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii). As proposed,
these Treasury regulations provided that a §367(b)
shareholder receiving stock of a domestic corporation
in a triangular reorganization was not required to in-
clude in income the §1248 amount under Regs.
§1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(i), provided that the domestic cor-
poration, immediately after the exchange, was a
§1248 shareholder of the surviving corporation (or, in
the case of a triangular B reorganization, of the ac-
quired corporation) that was itself a controlled for-
eign corporation. In the preamble to these proposed
Treasury regulations, the IRS and Treasury explained
that the basis rules of Prop. Regs. §1.367(b)-13 would
allow the preservation of the §1248 amount in these
situations.

6. The exception provided by current Regs. §1.367(b)-
4(b)(1)(ii) was promulgated pursuant to T.D. 9243,
2006-1 C.B. 475. Notably, the IRS and Treasury al-
lowed the amendment to Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii)
to be applied retroactively to triangular B reorganiza-
tions occurring on or after Feb. 23, 2000, i.e., the ef-
fective date of the 2000 amendment to Regs.
§1.367(b)-4(b)(1).

7. Prop. Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii) (as issued pursuant
to Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Transfers by Do-
mestic Corporations That Are Subject to Section
367(a)(5); Distributions by Domestic Corporations
That Are Subject to Section 1248(f), 73 Fed. Reg.
49278 (8/20/08)). For the sake of completeness, it
should be noted that these proposed Treasury regula-
tions concerning ‘‘Deadly D’’ transactions also pro-
pose to amend the exception provided by current
Regs. §1.367(b)-4(b)(1)(ii). Specifically, the proposed
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tributable to the stock of T because, immediately after
the exchange, (i) P is a §1248 shareholder of T, and
(ii) T is a controlled foreign corporation.

Summary
Taking into account the preceding discussion, it is

apparent that each of the federal income tax conse-
quences ascribed to the Killer B Example in Notice
2006-85 finds more than a modicum of technical sup-
port. In fact, one might go as far as to say that the
technical merits of the Killer B Example are well sup-
ported. Accordingly, the rise of the Killer B transac-
tion as an accepted repatriation technique may have
been predictable.

SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE FINAL
REGULATIONS: NOTICE 2006-85,
NOTICE 2007-48, AND THE
TEMPORARY REGULATIONS

In light of the growing popularity of the Killer B
transaction, the IRS and Treasury were faced with a
daunting proposition — take their chances in the
courts by attacking the technique using various ‘‘doc-
trinal’’ arguments (and, in the meantime, allowing
Killer B transactions to go largely unchecked) or find
some authority that would provide them with a gate-
way through which they could issue Treasury regula-
tions to ‘‘stop the madness’’ (or at least cause the
madness to be disclosed), with the hope that any later
challenges to those Treasury regulations would not be
successful on account of the deference generally
given to the IRS and Treasury in the administration of
the federal tax laws.54 It should come as no surprise
that the IRS and Treasury selected the latter route.

Notice 2006-85
On September 22, 2006, the IRS released Notice

2006-85, announcing that Treasury regulations would
be issued under §367(b) that would address certain
triangular reorganizations involving foreign corpora-
tions.55 As described in Notice 2006-85, the Treasury
regulations that would be issued (the ‘‘Pending Trea-
sury Regulations’’) would be designed to apply to tri-

angular reorganizations under §368(a) (such as the
Killer B Example) where either P or S are foreign and
where S acquires from P, in exchange for property, P
stock that S then uses to acquire the stock or assets of
T (regardless of whether T is related to P or S before
the transaction). As explained in Notice 2006-85, the
IRS and Treasury believe that these transactions gen-
erally ‘‘are designed to avoid U.S. income tax,’’ 56 in-
cluding the tax on the repatriation of the subsidiary’s
earnings,57 and, consequently, ‘‘raise significant
policy concerns, particularly when either P or S (or
both) is a foreign corporation (regardless of whether
T is related to P and S before the transaction).’’ 58

According to Notice 2006-85, the Pending Treasury
Regulations would make adjustments with respect to
P and S such that the property transferred from S to P
in exchange for P stock would have the effect of a dis-
tribution of property from S to P under §301(c) that is
treated as separate from the transfer by P of the P
stock to S pursuant to the reorganization.59 These ad-
justments would be made notwithstanding the fact
that §1032 otherwise applies to the reorganization.
Therefore, the Pending Treasury Regulations would
require, as appropriate, the inclusion of a dividend in
P’s gross income, a reduction in P’s basis in its S or
T stock, and the recognition of gain by P from the sale
or exchange of property.60 Furthermore, Notice
2006-85 contemplated that the Pending Treasury

Treasury regulations provide, inter alia, an additional
exception for certain transfers of stock of a foreign
acquired corporation by a U.S. transferor to a foreign
acquiring corporation in a §361 exchange.

54 Of course, the Supreme Court’s decision in Mayo Founda-
tion for Medical Education & Research v. U.S., 131 S. Ct. 704
(2011), arguably has given rise to a new paradigm in respect of
this notion.

55 Notably, as provided in Section 1 of Notice 2006-85, the fol-
lowing definitions apply for purposes of that notice:

• A ‘‘triangular reorganization’’ is a forward triangular
merger, a triangular C reorganization, a reverse trian-
gular merger, or a triangular B reorganization, as
those terms are defined in Regs. §1.358-6(b)(2)(i)

through (iv), respectively, or a reorganization de-
scribed in §368(a)(1)(G) and (a)(2)(D).

• In addition, P, S, and T are corporations described in
Regs. §1.358-6(b)(1)(i) through (iii), respectively.

• Finally, the term ‘‘property’’ means money, securities,
and any other property, except that the term does not
include stock in S.

56 Notice 2006-85, 2006-2 C.B. 677 (Section 1).
57 For example, when P is domestic and S is foreign, as in the

Killer B Example, the transaction could have the effect of repatri-
ating foreign earnings of S to P without a corresponding dividend
to P that would be subject to U.S. federal income tax. Similarly,
where P is foreign and S is domestic, the transaction could have
the effect of repatriating S’s U.S. earnings to its foreign parent in
a manner that is not subject to U.S. withholding tax.

58 Notice 2006-85, 2006-2 C.B. 677 (Section 2).
59 Notably, Notice 2006-85 provided the following explanation

in support of this approach:

In a triangular reorganization, the exchange by the T
shareholders of their T stock for P stock is described in
section 354 or 356. As a result, a triangular reorganiza-
tion involving a foreign corporation is described in sec-
tion 367(b) and, therefore, may be subject to regulations
issued under the broad regulatory authority granted
therein. It is on this basis that regulations will be issued
to address the triangular reorganizations covered by this
notice. [Notice 2006-85, 2006-2 C.B. 677 (Section 4).]

60 In general, §301(c)(1) provides that a distribution of property
by a corporation to its shareholder with respect to its stock is in-
cluded in the shareholder’s gross income to the extent that the dis-
tribution constitutes a dividend under §316. Section 316 defines a
dividend as a distribution out of a corporation’s current and accu-
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Regulations (i) would provide for appropriate corre-
sponding adjustments to be made, such as a reduction
of S’s earnings and profits as a result of the distribu-
tion (consistent with the principles of §312), and (ii)
would address similar transactions in which S ac-
quires the P stock used in the reorganization from a
‘‘related party’’ that purchased the P stock ‘‘in a re-
lated transaction.’’

According to Notice 2006-85, the Pending Treasury
Regulations generally would apply to transactions oc-
curring on or after September 22, 2006. However, No-
tice 2006-85 offered an exception for transactions
completed on or after September 22, 2006, provided
that the transaction was entered into pursuant to a
written agreement that was binding before September
22, 2006, and at all times thereafter.

Finally, Notice 2006-85 requested comments with
respect to, inter alia, transactions where S or P is a
foreign corporation and S purchases P stock from a
person unrelated to P, e.g., from the public on the
open market.61 Of course, by asking for such com-
ments, Notice 2006-85 implicitly announced that such
‘‘public purchase’’ transactions did not fall within the
rubric of that notice.

Notice 2007-48
On May 31, 2007, the IRS released Notice 2007-

48,62 announcing that the Pending Treasury Regula-
tions would address transactions where S or P is a for-
eign corporation and S purchases P stock from a per-
son unrelated to P.63 Specifically, as described in
Notice 2007-48, the Pending Treasury Regulations
would apply to triangular reorganizations where P or
S (or both) is a foreign corporation and, ‘‘pursuant to
the reorganization,’’ S acquires all or a portion of the
P stock from one or more P shareholders in exchange
for property, e.g., from the public on the open mar-
ket,64 and uses that P stock to acquire the stock or as-
sets of T (again, T either could be related or unrelated

to P and/or S before the transaction). Furthermore,
Notice 2007-48 provided that, in a situation where the
Pending Treasury Regulations applied —

• Adjustments would have to be made with respect
to P and S that would have the effect of a distri-
bution of property from S to P under §301(c). The
amount of the distribution would equal the
amount of money plus the fair market value of the
other property transferred from S to P’s share-
holders in exchange for the P stock used to ac-
quire the stock or assets of T.

• Those regulations would require, as appropriate,
(i) the inclusion of a dividend in P’s gross income,
(ii) a reduction in P’s basis in its S stock (or, as
appropriate, its T stock), (iii) the recognition of
gain by P from the sale or exchange of property
(to the extent that the reduction contemplated in
clause (ii) exceeded P’s basis in the relevant
stock), (iv) that the amount of property deemed
distributed to P be considered as contributed by P
to S immediately thereafter and, as a result, in-
crease P’s basis in the stock of S,65 and (v) that
corresponding adjustments be made, such as a re-
duction of S’s earnings and profits as a result of
the distribution (consistent with the principles of
§312).66

• The ‘‘§367(b) adjustments’’ contemplated by No-
tice 2007-48 would have to be made prior to the
application of other provisions of the Code. For
example, after giving effect to the §367(b) adjust-
ments, S’s purchase and transfer of P stock would
be taken into account under generally applicable
rules, including §§304, 358, and 368.

Notice 2007-48 applies to transactions occurring on
or after May 31, 2007. However, Notice 2007-48 of-
fered an exception for transactions completed on or
after May 31, 2007, provided that the transaction was
entered into pursuant to a written agreement that was
binding before May 31, 2007, and at all times there-
after, but only to the extent that (i) S acquired the P

mulated earnings and profits. To the extent that the distribution is
not a dividend, the shareholder reduces basis in the distributing
corporation’s stock, and any amount of the distribution in excess
of the shareholder’s basis is treated as gain from the sale or ex-
change of the corporation’s stock. See §301(c)(2), (3).

61 Notice 2006-85 also requested comments with respect to (i)
the treatment of transactions where S acquires the P stock in a
transaction that is unrelated to the triangular reorganization and
(ii) the treatment of transactions similar to those described in the
notice that do not qualify as reorganizations (e.g., because S is-
sues minimal cash consideration to S1 in a transaction that other-
wise would qualify as a reorganization under §368(a)(1)(B)). The
treatment of the latter type of transaction remains an open issue.

62 2007-1 C.B. 1428, obsoleted by T.D. 9400, 73 Fed. Reg.
30301 (5/27/08).

63 The definitions used for purposes of Notice 2006-85 also ap-
ply for purposes of Notice 2007-48.

64 Notably, Notice 2007-48 also contemplated that the Pending
Treasury Regulations would address ‘‘similar transactions’’ in
which S acquires the P stock used in the reorganization from a re-
lated party that purchased the P stock in a related transaction. See
Notice 2007-48, 2007-1 C.B. 1428 (Section 2).

65 Cf. Regs. §1.367(b)-2(e)(3)(ii) (providing that, in the case of
an exchange of stock in which the exchanging shareholder is
treated as receiving a deemed dividend from a foreign corpora-
tion, the deemed dividend be considered as received immediately
before the exchanging shareholder’s receipt of consideration for
its stock in the foreign corporation, and the shareholder’s basis in
the stock exchanged be increased by the amount of the deemed
dividend).

66 In relation to the earnings and profits of S, Notice 2007-48
indicated that the Pending Treasury Regulations would include a
rule that takes into account the earnings and profits of other cor-
porations, ‘‘as appropriate,’’ if one of the principal purposes of
creating, organizing, or funding S was to avoid the adjustments
described in Notice 2007-48 or Notice 2006-85. See Notice 2007-
48, 2007-1 C.B. 1428 (Section 2).
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stock to be used in the reorganization prior to May 31,
2007, or (ii) S had a commitment to acquire the P
stock to be used in the reorganization from an unre-
lated party pursuant to (x) a written agreement that
was binding before May 31, 2007, and at all times
thereafter, or (y) a tender offer announced prior to
May 31, 2007, that was subject to §14(d) of the Secu-
rities and Exchange Act of 1934 and Regulation
14(D) promulgated thereunder or that was subject to
comparable foreign laws.

The Temporary Regulations
On May 27, 2008, the IRS and Treasury published

temporary regulations under §367(b) (the ‘‘Temporary
Regulations’’) implementing the guidelines set forth
in Notice 2006-85 and Notice 2007-48.67 As ex-
pected, the Temporary Regulations applied to triangu-
lar reorganizations where P or S (or both) is a foreign
corporation and, ‘‘in connection with’’ the reorganiza-
tion, S acquires, in exchange for property, all or a por-
tion of the P stock that is used to acquire the stock or
assets of T.68 Notably, as explained in the preamble to
the Temporary Regulations, the ‘‘in connection with’’
standard is meant to be ‘‘a broad standard that in-
cludes any transaction related to the reorganization
even if the transaction is not part of the plan of reor-
ganization.’’ 69 For example, the Temporary Regula-
tions applied to a triangular reorganization regardless
of whether P controls S (within the meaning of
§368(c))70 when S acquires the P stock used in the re-
organization.71

Deemed Distribution and Deemed Contribution
Constructs

In a triangular reorganization subject to the Tempo-
rary Regulations, adjustments must be made that have
the effect of a distribution of property from S to P un-
der §301.72 The amount of the deemed distribution is
equal to the amount of money plus the fair market
value of any other property that S uses to acquire P
stock.73 For this purpose, the term ‘‘property’’ has the
meaning set forth in §317(a),74 but includes any li-
ability assumed by S in exchange for the P stock (not-
withstanding the application of §357(a))75 and any S
stock that S uses to acquire the P stock from a person
other than P.76 Consistent with the rule announced in
Notice 2007-48, the Temporary Regulations provided
that, to the extent that S purchases P stock from a per-
son other than P, immediately after taking into ac-
count the deemed distribution to P, P was deemed to
contribute to S the property deemed distributed to P.77

The Temporary Regulations provided that the
deemed distribution was treated as a distribution for
all purposes of the Code.78 For example, provisions
such as §§312, 881, 897, 902, 959, 1442, and 1445
applied, as appropriate, to the deemed distribution.79

Similarly, the deemed contribution of property was

67 T.D. 9400, 73 Fed. Reg. 30301 (5/27/08). The Temporary
Regulations were promulgated as Regs. §1.367(b)-14T. The text
of the Temporary Regulations also served as the text of proposed
regulations published on the same date. See Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, Treatment of Property Used To Acquire Parent Stock
in Certain Triangular Reorganizations Involving Foreign Corpo-
rations, 73 Fed. Reg. 30300 (5/27/08).

68 Former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(a)(1); see also former Regs.
§1.367(b)-14T(a)(2)(i) (‘‘For purposes of this section, . . . [t]he
terms P, S, and T have the meanings set forth in §1.358-6(b)(1)(i),
(ii), and (iii), respectively.’’); former Regs. §1.367(b)-
14T(a)(2)(iii) (‘‘For purposes of this section, . . . [t]he term trian-
gular reorganization means a reorganization described in §1.358-
6(b)(2) or in section 368(a)(1)(G) and (a)(2)(D).’’).

69 T.D. 9400, 73 Fed. Reg. 30301, at 30302 (5/27/08); cf. id. at
30303 (‘‘No inference is intended as to the potential applicability
of other Code or regulatory provisions or judicial doctrines (in-
cluding substance over form) to transactions described in these
temporary regulations.’’).

70 Under §368(c), the term ‘‘control’’ means the ownership of
stock possessing at least 80% of the total combined voting power
of all classes of stock entitled to vote and at least 80% of the total
number of shares of all other classes of stock of the corporation.
For purposes of §368(c), direct ownership of stock is required. See
Rev. Rul. 56-613, 1956-2 C.B. 212 (‘‘Section 368(c) specifically
defines control in terms of direct ownership of stock and not in
terms of practical control. There is no basis for disregarding the
separate legal entities of the parent and its subsidiary and for at-
tributing the subsidiary’s ownership of the X corporation stock to

the parent.’’).
71 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(a)(1).
72 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(b)(1) (‘‘If this section ap-

plies, adjustments shall be made that have the effect of a distribu-
tion of property from S to P under §301 (deemed distribution).’’).

73 Id.
74 Section 317(a) generally provides that the term ‘‘property’’

means money, securities, and any other property; except that such
term does not include stock in the corporation making the distri-
bution (or rights to acquire such stock).

75 The general rule of §357(a) provides that, if a taxpayer re-
ceives property that would be permitted to be received under §351
or §361, without the recognition of gain if it were the sole consid-
eration, and as part of the consideration, another party to the ex-
change assumes a liability of the taxpayer, then such assumption
will not be treated as money or other property, and will not pre-
vent the exchange from being within the provisions of §351 or
§361, as the case may be.

76 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(a)(2)(ii). Notably, the treat-
ment of S stock as ‘‘property’’ in certain instances is a change
from the definition given to that term in Notice 2006-85. See
above note 55.

77 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(b)(1) (‘‘Additional adjust-
ments shall be made under paragraph (b)(3) of this section to the
extent S acquires, in exchange for property, P stock from a person
other than P.’’); former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(b)(3) (‘‘To the extent
S acquires P stock from a person other than P in exchange for
property (the purchase), then immediately following the deemed
distribution described in paragraph (b)(1) of this section, adjust-
ments shall be made that have the effect of a contribution by P to
S (deemed contribution) of the property deemed distributed by S
to P under paragraph (b)(1) of this section.’’); see, e.g., former
Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(b)(4) (providing an example of a ‘‘public
purchase’’ transaction).

78 Former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(c)(1).
79 See id. (‘‘For example, under section 301(c), the distribution

may constitute a dividend to the extent of the earnings and profits
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treated as a contribution of property for all purposes
of the Code.80 For example, appropriate adjustments
to P’s basis in the stock of S (and any other affected
items) must be made in accordance with the appli-
cable provisions of the Code.81

Timing Rules for Deemed Distribution and
Deemed Contribution Constructs

The timing rules provided in the Temporary Regu-
lations generally required the deemed distribution
and, in cases where S purchases P stock from a per-
son other than P, the deemed contribution to be taken
into account before the transfers undertaken pursuant
to the triangular reorganization.82 Accordingly, other
provisions, such as §§304, 354, 358 and 368, applied
after the adjustments described below.

To the extent that S acquired P stock from P in ex-
change for property, the deemed distribution was
treated as a transaction separate from, and occurring
immediately before, the triangular reorganization.83

Therefore, P was not treated as receiving the property
from S in exchange for P stock, and the transfer of P
stock in the triangular reorganization was subject to
generally applicable provisions.84

Furthermore, to the extent that S acquired P stock
from a person other than P in exchange for property
(the ‘‘purchase’’), then, immediately following the
deemed distribution, adjustments must be made that
have the effect of a contribution by P to S of the prop-
erty deemed distributed by S to P (i.e., the deemed
contribution).85 If P controls S (within the meaning of
§368(c)) at the time of the purchase, the deemed dis-
tribution and the deemed contribution were treated as
separate transactions occurring immediately before
the purchase.86 If P did not control S (within the
meaning of §368(c)) at the time of the purchase, the
deemed distribution and deemed contribution were
treated as separate transactions occurring immediately
after P acquires control of S.87

Anti-Avoidance Provision
The Temporary Regulations also provided that ap-

propriate adjustments must be made if, in connection
with the triangular reorganization, a transaction was
engaged in with a view to avoid the purpose of the
Temporary Regulations.88 For example, if S is a
newly formed corporation and, in connection with the

reorganization, P contributes to S another corporation
with positive earnings and profits (‘‘S2’’) to facilitate
S’s purchase of the P stock or to facilitate the repay-
ment of an obligation incurred by S to purchase the P
stock, then, under the Temporary Regulations, the
earnings and profits of S were deemed to include the
earnings and profits of S2.89

Coordination Rule
Finally, T.D. 9400 included a coordination rule (the

‘‘Coordination Rule’’) that applied to transactions de-
scribed in §367(a) and former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T.90

Pursuant to the Coordination Rule, if, in connection
with a transaction described in former Regs.
§1.367(b)-14T, (i) one or more U.S. persons transfer
stock of T to a corporation in a transfer described in
§367(a), and (ii) the amount of gain in the T stock that
otherwise would be recognized under §367(a) is less
than the deemed distribution that would result from
the adjustments made under former Regs.§1.367(b)-
14T and that would be treated as a dividend under
§301(c)(1), then §367(b), and not §367(a), applied to
such transaction.91 However, as noted in the preamble
to the Temporary Regulations, the IRS and Treasury
were continuing to study transactions that implicated
the policies of §367(a) and (b), but that were not sub-
ject to both provisions as a result of the application of
the Coordination Rule.92

Effective / Applicability Dates
The rules of the Temporary Regulations that ad-

dress transactions described in Notice 2006-85 gener-
ally applied to transactions occurring on or after Sep-
tember 22, 2006, with limited transition relief.93 With
respect to the provisions of the Temporary Regula-
tions addressing transactions described in Notice

of S, a return of basis, or gain from the sale or exchange of prop-
erty, as appropriate. In addition, sections 902 and 959 may apply
when S is foreign, and sections 897, 1442, and 1445 may apply
when S is domestic.’’).

80 Former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(c)(2).
81 See id.
82 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(b)(2), (3).
83 Former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(b)(2).
84 See id.
85 Former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(b)(3).
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(d) . See generally former

Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(a)(1) (‘‘The purpose of this section is to pre-

vent what is in effect a distribution of property to P without the
application of provisions otherwise applicable to property distri-
butions, when in connection with a triangular reorganization S ac-
quires, in exchange for property, all or a portion of the P stock
used in the reorganization.’’).

89 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(d) (‘‘For example, if S is
formed or availed of with a view to avoid the purpose of this sec-
tion, the earnings and profits of S may be deemed to include the
earnings and profits of a corporation related to S (within the
meaning of section 267(b)).’’).

90 See former Regs. §1.367(a)-3T(b)(2)(i)(C).
91 Id.
92 See T.D. 9400, 73 Fed. Reg. 30301, at 30302 (5/27/08).
93 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(e)(1) (effective/applicability

date where the acquisition of P stock is from P or related persons);
see also T.D. 9400, 73 Fed. Reg. 30301, at 30303 (5/27/08) (‘‘A
delayed effective date would be inappropriate because the purpose
of this regulation is to address transactions that the IRS and Trea-
sury Department believe raise serious policy concerns. Accord-
ingly, good cause is found for dispensing with notice and public
comment pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 553(b) and (c) and with a delayed
effective date pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 553(d). Furthermore, under
§7805(b)(1)(C) of the Code, an effective date earlier than the date
this regulation is filed with the Federal Register is appropriate be-
cause prior notices substantially described the rules contained in
this regulation.’’).
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2007-48, those rules generally were applicable to
transactions occurring on or after May 31, 2007, also
with limited transition relief.94 With enumerated ex-
ceptions, the Coordination Rule and the other rules of
the Temporary Regulations generally were applicable
to transactions occurring on or after May 23, 2008.95

A CRITIQUE OF THE FINAL
REGULATIONS

With the expiration date of the Temporary Regula-
tions looming,96 the IRS and Treasury published the
Final Regulations on May 19, 2011.97 In brief, the Fi-
nal Regulations generally follow the outline of the
Temporary Regulations and apply to a triangular reor-
ganization in which, in connection with such reorga-
nization, S acquires stock or securities of P in ex-
change for property, and thereafter exchanges the P
stock or securities for the stock, securities, or property
of T in the triangular reorganization, but only if P or
S (or both) is a foreign corporation.98 The Final Regu-
lations apply to a triangular reorganization regardless
of whether P controls S (within the meaning of
§368(c)) at the time of S’s acquisition of the stock or
securities of P.99

In crafting the Final Regulations, the IRS and Trea-
sury made a number of modifications in response to
comments received with respect to the Temporary
Regulations. Those modifications are discussed in the
paragraphs that follow below.

Exceptions to the Application of the
Final Regulations

In order to address commentator concerns with re-
spect to, inter alia, the application of the Coordination
Rule,100 the Final Regulations contain two exceptions
to the general rule that were not included in the Tem-

porary Regulations. In particular, the Final Regula-
tions do not apply if —

• Both P and S are foreign corporations and neither
P nor S is a controlled foreign corporation (within
the meaning of Regs. §1.367(b)-2(a))101 immedi-
ately before or immediately after the triangular re-
organization;102 or

• P is a foreign corporation, S is a domestic corpo-
ration, P’s receipt of a dividend from S would not
be subject to U.S. federal income tax under either
§881 (e.g., by reason of an applicable income tax
treaty) or §882, and P’s stock in S is not a United
States real property interest (within the meaning
of §897(c)).103

Broadened Scope of the Final
Regulations

Presumably as a trade-off to the new exceptions
contained in the Final Regulations, the scope of the
Final Regulations has been broadened in three ways.
First, the Final Regulations apply to the acquisition by
S, in exchange for property, of P securities that are
used to acquire the stock, securities, or property of T
in the triangular reorganization,104 but only to the ex-
tent that the P securities are treated by T shareholders
or securityholders as ‘‘other property’’ under
§356(d).105 As explained in the preamble to the Final
Regulations, the scope of those regulations was ex-
panded to include P securities because the acquisition
of P securities by S for property presents the same re-

94 See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(e)(2) (effective / applicabil-
ity date where the acquisition of P stock is from a person unre-
lated to P or S).

95 See former Regs. §1.367(a)-3T(b)(2)(i)(C); former Regs.
§1.367(b)-14T(e)(3), (4).

96 The Temporary Regulations were set to expire on May 23,
2011. See former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T(e)(5).

97 As noted above, the Final Regulations have been promul-
gated as Regs. §1.367(b)-10.

98 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a)(1).
99 Id.
100 See T.D. 9526, 76 Fed. Reg. 28890, at 28890 (5/19/11)

(‘‘One commentator noted that the priority rule applies simply
based on comparing the amount of gain that would be recognized
under section 367(a)(1) with the amount of the dividend that
would result under the 2008 regulations, without regard to the
amount of resulting U.S. tax. The commentator stated that in some
cases it may be more appropriate for the priority rule to take into
account the amount of resulting U.S. tax. The commentator cited,
as an example, a case where P is foreign, S and T are domestic, T
is owned by a U.S. person, and any dividend received by P from
S under the 2008 regulations would not be subject to U.S. tax as
a result of an applicable treaty. The commentator noted that if the

dividend in such a case exceeds the amount of gain that would
otherwise be recognized under section 367(a)(1), it may not be ap-
propriate for the 2008 regulations to apply in lieu of section
367(a)(1) and §1.367(a)-3(c).’’).

101 Regs. §1.367(b)-2(a) provides that the term ‘‘controlled for-
eign corporation’’ means a controlled foreign corporation as de-
fined in §957 (taking into account §953(c)).

102 Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a)(2)(i).
103 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a)(2)(ii).
104 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a)(1). For purposes of the Final

Regulations, the term ‘‘security’’ means an instrument that consti-
tutes a security for purposes of §354 or §356. Regs. §1.367(b)-
10(a)(3)(iii).

105 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(1)(ii). As relevant to this provi-
sion, §356(d) provides as follows:

(d) Securities as Other Property.—For purposes of this
section—

(1) In general.—Except as provided in paragraph (2),
the term ‘‘other property’’ includes securities.

(2) Exceptions.—

(A) Securities with respect to which nonrecogni-
tion of gain would be permitted.—The term ‘‘other
property’’ does not include securities to the extent
that, under section 354 or 355, such securities
would be permitted to be received without the rec-
ognition of gain.
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patriation concerns to the IRS and Treasury as the ac-
quisition of P stock by S for property.106 Second, the
scope of the Final Regulations has been modified to
include the acquisition by S, in exchange for property,
of P stock to the extent that such P stock is received
by T shareholders or securityholders in an exchange
to which §354 or §356 applies.107 Finally, as relevant
to these modifications, the term ‘‘property’’ has been
expanded in the Final Regulations to include rights
(e.g., options) to acquire S stock to the extent that
such rights are used by S to acquire P stock or securi-
ties from a person other than P.108

Clarification of the Deemed
Distribution and Deemed Contribution
Constructs

As discussed above, if the Temporary Regulations
applied to a triangular reorganization, adjustments
must be made under §367(b) that have the effect of a
distribution of property from S to P under §301. Fur-
thermore, in certain cases, the Temporary Regulations
provided that adjustments must be made under
§367(b) that have the effect of a contribution of prop-
erty by P to S. Specifically, the Temporary Regula-
tions contained a deemed contribution rule only where
S acquires P stock from persons other than P. The
Temporary Regulations also provided for collateral
adjustments to be made in order to take into account
the deemed distribution and the deemed contribution
constructs.

In response to comments made with respect to
these constructs,109 the Final Regulations provide that
the adjustments that must be made under §367(b) are
based on a distribution or contribution of a notional
amount, and, therefore, without the recognition of any
built-in gain or loss on the distribution of such no-
tional amount.110 The notional amount is equal to the
sum of (i) the amount of money transferred, (ii) the
amount of liabilities assumed, and (iii) the fair market
value of other property transferred, in connection with
the triangular reorganization, by S in exchange for the
stock or securities of P used to acquire the stock, se-
curities, or property of T.111 The Final Regulations
further provide that the deemed contribution construct
applies in all cases where the Final Regulations are
applicable.112

In addition, the Final Regulations clarify that the
adjustments that have the effect of a deemed distribu-
tion or deemed contribution do not affect the charac-
terization of the actual transaction as provided under
applicable provisions of the Code and Treasury regu-
lations.113 Thus, for example, if S uses property with
a built-in gain to acquire P stock from P, S would not
recognize gain under §311(b) with respect to that
property. Rather, S’s exchange of the property would
continue to be treated as an exchange subject to §1001
in which S recognizes the built-in gain.114 Stated dif-
ferently, S’s actual exchange of property for P stock is

(B) Greater principal amount in section 354
exchange.—If—

(i) in an exchange described in section 354
(other than subsection (c) thereof), securities
of a corporation a party to the reorganization
are surrendered and securities of any corpora-
tion a party to the reorganization are received,
and

(ii) the principal amount of such securities re-
ceived exceeds the principal amount of such
securities surrendered,

then, with respect to such securities received, the term
‘‘other property’’ means only the fair market value of
such excess. For purposes of this subparagraph and sub-
paragraph (C), if no securities are surrendered, the ex-
cess shall be the entire principal amount of the securi-
ties received.

(C) Greater principal amount in section 355
transaction.—If, in an exchange or distribution de-
scribed in section 355, the principal amount of the
securities in the controlled corporation which are
received exceeds the principal amount of the secu-
rities in the distributing corporation which are sur-
rendered, then, with respect to such securities re-
ceived, the term ‘‘other property’’ means only the
fair market value of such excess.

106 See T.D. 9526, 76 Fed. Reg. 28890, at 28891 (5/19/11).
107 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(1)(i).
108 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a)(3)(ii)(B).

109 See T.D. 9526, 76 Fed. Reg. 28890, at 28891 (5/19/11)
(‘‘Some commentators questioned the extent to which these ad-
justments should be made.’’).

110 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(1) (‘‘If this section applies, ad-
justments shall be made that have the effect of a distribution of
property (with no built-in gain or loss) from S to P under §301
(deemed distribution).’’ [Emphasis added.]); Regs. §1.367(b)-
10(b)(2) (‘‘If this section applies, adjustments shall be made that
have the effect of a contribution of property (with no built-in gain
or loss) by P to S in an amount equal to the amount of the deemed
distribution from S to P under paragraph (b)(1) of this section
(deemed contribution).’’ [Emphasis added.]).

111 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(1) (‘‘The amount of the deemed
distribution shall equal the sum of the amount of money trans-
ferred by S, the amount of any liabilities that are assumed by S
and [that] constitute property, and the fair market value of other
property transferred by S in the P acquisition in exchange for the
P stock or P securities . . . .’’).

112 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(2) (‘‘If this section applies, ad-
justments shall be made that have the effect of a contribution of
property (with no built-in gain or loss) by P to S in an amount
equal to the amount of the deemed distribution from S to P under
paragraph (b)(1) of this section (deemed contribution).’’
[Emphasis added.]).

113 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(4) (‘‘Nothing in this section shall
prevent the application of other provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code from applying to the P acquisition.’’).

114 See id. (‘‘[S]ection 1001 or 267 may apply to S’s transfer of
property to acquire P stock or securities from P or a person other
than P. In addition, generally applicable provisions that apply to
triangular reorganizations, such as §1.358-6 and §1.1032-2, shall
apply to the triangular reorganization in a manner consistent with
S acquiring the P stock or securities in exchange for property from
P or a person other than P, as the case may be.’’).
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not affected by the Final Regulations.115 Instead, the
Final Regulations require adjustments based on a
deemed distribution and deemed contribution of the
notional amount that occur apart from, and in addition
to, S exchanging the built-in gain property for the P
stock.116

As discussed above, the Temporary Regulations
provide rules that address the timing of the deemed
distribution resulting from the application of the gen-
eral rule. In particular, the Temporary Regulations
contain separate timing rules for transactions involv-
ing acquisitions of P stock from P and for acquisitions
of P stock from persons other than P. The Final Regu-
lations combine these rules into a single rule that ap-
plies regardless of the person from whom the stock of
P is acquired or the securities of P are acquired.117

The Temporary Regulations also contain a special
timing rule if P does not control S at the time that S
purchases the P stock. The Final Regulations retain
this special timing rule where P does not control S at
the time that S purchases the P stock or securities.118

Application of the Final Regulations If
T Is Unrelated to P or S

As described in the preamble to the Final Regula-
tions, the IRS and Treasury believe that transactions
in which T is unrelated to P or S present the same con-
cerns as transactions in which T is related to P or S.119

The rationale asserted by the IRS and Treasury in sup-
port of this conclusion is that S’s purchase of P stock
or securities in the context of a reorganization allows
for a transfer of property from S to P that has the ef-
fect of a distribution regardless of whether T is related
to P or S prior to the transaction.120 Furthermore, in
reaching this conclusion, the IRS and Treasury re-
jected, among others, the following comments:

• The regulations should not apply if T is unrelated
to P or S because S replaces its cash with an equal

amount of P stock that it then uses to acquire the
stock of T in an arm’s-length transaction.121

• If T is unrelated to P and S, the transaction is dis-
tinguishable from a transaction subject to §304,
the application of which may result in a distribu-
tion even if the value of the distributing corpora-
tion is not diminished as a result of the transac-
tion.122

Clarification of the Coordination Rule
As discussed above, the Coordination Rule in-

cluded along with the Temporary Regulations pro-
vided that, if, in connection with a transaction de-
scribed in former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T, (i) one or
more U.S. persons transfer stock of T to a corporation
in a transfer described in §367(a), and (ii) the amount
of gain in the T stock that otherwise would be recog-
nized under §367(a) is less than the deemed distribu-
tion that would result from the adjustments made un-
der former Regs. §1.367(b)-14T and that would be
treated as a dividend under §301(c)(1), then §367(b),
and not §367(a), applies to such transaction.

The Final Regulations modify the Coordination
Rule in three ways. First, the Coordination Rule now
includes exchanges of T securities as well as T
stock.123 Second, the Coordination Rule has been
modified to compare the amount of gain that would be
recognized under §367(a) with the sum of (i) the
amount of the deemed dividend under §301(c)(1) and
(ii) the amount of any gain under §301(c)(3).124 Fi-
nally, the application of the Coordination Rule has

115 See, e.g., Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(5), Ex.
116 See, e.g., Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(3) (‘‘If P controls (within

the meaning of section 368(c)) S at the time of the P acquisition,
the adjustments described in paragraphs (b)(1) and (2) of this sec-
tion shall be made as if the deemed distribution and deemed con-
tribution, respectively, are separate transactions occurring imme-
diately before the P acquisition. If P does not control (within the
meaning of section 368(c)) S at the time of the P acquisition, the
adjustments described in paragraphs (b)(1) and (2) of this section
shall be made as if the deemed distribution and deemed contribu-
tion, respectively, are separate transactions occurring immedi-
ately after P acquires control of S, but prior to the triangular re-
organization.’’ [Emphasis added.]); cf. Regs. §1.367(b)-10(c) (de-
scribing the collateral adjustments that must be made on account
of the deemed distribution and deemed contribution constructs).

117 See Regs. §1.367(b)-10(b)(3).
118 See id.
119 See T.D. 9526, 76 Fed. Reg. 28890, at 28891 (5/19/11).
120 See id.

121 See id. (‘‘Some commentators asserted that the 2008 regu-
lations should not apply if T is unrelated to P or S because there
is no reduction in S’s net worth (that is, S replaces its cash with
an equal amount of P stock). The commentators further stated that,
unlike transactions in which T is related to P or S, the consider-
ation paid for an unrelated T is delivered outside of the P
group.’’).

122 See id.
123 See Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a)(2)(iv) (‘‘If, in an exchange under

§354 or 356, one or more U.S. persons exchange stock or securi-
ties of T (as defined in §1.358-6(b)(1)(iii)) in connection with a
transaction described in §1.367(b)-10 (applying to certain acquisi-
tions of parent stock or securities for property in triangular reor-
ganizations), §367(a)(1) shall not apply to such U.S. persons with
respect to the exchange of the stock or securities of T if the con-
dition specified in this paragraph (iv) is satisfied.’’); Regs.
§1.367(b)-10(a)(2)(iii) (‘‘In an exchange under section 354 or
356, one or more U.S. persons exchange stock or securities of T
. . . .’’).

124 See Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a)(2)(iv) (‘‘The condition specified in
this paragraph (iv) is that the amount of gain in the T stock or se-
curities that would otherwise be recognized under §367(a)(1)
(without regard to any exceptions thereto) pursuant to the indirect
stock transfer rules of paragraph (d) of this section is less than the
sum of the amount of the deemed distribution under §1.367(b)-10
treated as a dividend under §301(c)(1) and the amount of such
deemed distribution treated as gain from the sale or exchange of
property under section 301(c)(3).’’); Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a)(2)(iii)
(‘‘In an exchange under section 354 or 356, one or more U.S. per-
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been clarified by providing separate rules in Regs.
§1.367(a)-3(a) and Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a).125

In brief, under Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a)(2)(iv), if the
amount of gain in the T stock or securities that other-
wise would be recognized by the T shareholders or se-
curityholders under §367(a)(1) (without regard to any
exceptions to §367(a)(1)) is less than the sum of the
amount of the deemed dividend and the amount of
gain (applying §301(c)(1) and (3), respectively) taken
into account by P under the Final Regulations,
§367(a)(1) does not apply to the §354 or §356 ex-
change by the T shareholders or securityholders of the
T stock or securities for P stock or securities. Corre-
spondingly, under Regs. §1.367(b)-10(a)(2)(iii), if the
amount of gain recognized by the T shareholders or
securityholders under §367(a)(1) (taking into account
any exception to §367(a)(1) that is applicable) on the
§354 or §356 exchange of T stock or securities ex-
ceeds the sum of the amount of the deemed dividend
and the amount of gain (applying §301(c)(1) and (3),
respectively) taken into account by P if the Final
Regulations otherwise applied to the triangular reor-
ganization, then the Final Regulations do not apply.

Effective / Applicability Date
The Final Regulations apply to transactions occur-

ring on or after May 17, 2011.126

CONCLUSION
At least one practitioner has noted publicly that, in

his view, ‘‘Killer B transactions are not being done
any more.’’ 127 In light of the targeted guidance pub-
lished by the IRS and Treasury in response to the per-
ceived abuses surrounding these transactions, that
statement likely comes as no surprise to most. How-
ever, upon revisiting the technical underpinnings of
the Killer B transaction, one might question whether a
successful challenge could be brought with respect to
the validity of the Final Regulations.128 Ultimately,
the answer to that question may rest on how much
weight should be given to the IRS and Treasury’s in-
terpretation of the legislative history of §367(b), as
explained in Notice 2006-85.129 Although we leave
that question for another day, we would not be sur-
prised if such a challenge came in the not too distant
future.

sons exchange stock or securities of T and the amount of gain in
the T stock or securities recognized by such U.S. persons under
section 367(a)(1) is equal to or greater than the sum of the amount
of the deemed distribution that would be treated by P as a divi-
dend under section 301(c)(1) and the amount of such deemed dis-
tribution that would be treated by P as gain from the sale or ex-
change of property under section 301(c)(3) if this section would
otherwise apply to the triangular reorganization.’’).

125 Compare Regs. §1.367(a)-3(a)(2)(iv) with Regs. §1.367(b)-
10(a)(2)(iii).

126 Regs. §1.367(b)-10(e).

127 Bennett, ‘‘IRS Unveils Final Regulations Cracking Down
on Tax-Free Repatriation via Killer B Deals,’’ 96 Daily Tax Rpt.
G-2 (5/18/11) (quoting Philip West).

128 See generally D. Kevin Dolan et al., U.S. Taxation of Inter-
national Mergers, Acquisitions, and Joint Ventures ¶25.04[4]
(1995, as supplemented through May 2011) (offering observations
on the authority for, and policy of, the Temporary Regulations).

Along with that question, it likely would be necessary to con-
sider whether any ‘‘doctrinal’’ arguments could be advanced in or-
der to undermine the asserted federal income tax consequences of
the transaction under scrutiny. See generally T.D. 9400, 73 Fed.
Reg. 30301, at 30303 (5/27/08) (‘‘No inference is intended as to
the potential applicability of other Code or regulatory provisions
or judicial doctrines (including substance over form) to transac-
tions described in these temporary regulations.’’).

129 See Notice 2006-85, 2006-2 C.B. 677 (§4). See generally S.
Rep. No. 94-938(I), at 261–271 (1976) (Senate consideration of
the amendments made to §367 by the Tax Reform Act of 1976,
P.L. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1520); H.R. Rep. No. 94-658, at 239–248
(1975) (House consideration of the amendments made to §367 by
the Tax Reform Act of 1976).
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